FLOORCARE PRODUCTS FOR PROFESSIONALS
Genesis™ floorcare products were designed with the floorcare professional in mind. Using state-of-the-art polymer technology, Genesis™ offers unique
product formulations specifically designed to match the maintenance needs of the many flooring substrates available today. The Genesis™ “Creed” is
to provide our customers with quality products, competitive prices, environmentally sound packaging and expert technical support. We support this
with a 100% money-back guarantee. Genesis™ floor finishes are packaged in an environmentally friendly bag-in-box. The bag-in-box can be recycled
or compacted for landfill, eliminating the disposal problems associated with five-gallon pails. Dispensing finish from a bag-in-box provides the added
advantage of never exposing the unused finish to the air, reducing contamination and filming problems often encountered with pails.

GENESIS
LOW ODOR STRIPPER
™

GENESIS GX-2001
™

High Gloss Sealer and Finish

Floor Finish Remover

076905 5 gallon bag-in-box

076912 5 gallon

Use GX-2001 on terrazzo, quarry, tile, brick, slate, unglazed
ceramic and Mexican tile. This sealer and finish exhibits
exceptional gloss, leveling and durability. Easy to remove.
20.0% Solids.

Low Odor Stripper is a new generation stripper designed
to chemically dissolve metal complex floor finishes and
gently lift them off the floor surface without the harsh odors
associated with ammoniated and butyl products.

GENESIS
HEAVY DUTY STRIPPER
™

Floor Finish Remover

GENESIS GX-2002+
™

High-Per formance Finish for
Infrequent Maintenance
100985915 5 gallon bag-in-box

076903 5 gallon
This heavy duty stripper is a no-rinse, mop-on, stripper
formulated to remove layers of floor finish without the
use of aggressive black stripping pads. Recommended for
removing semi-permanent seals.

GX-2002+ has excellent resistance to scuffs, marks
and scratches, dirt imbedment and repeated detergent
scrubbings. Use on all resilient floors including vinyl, vinyl
composition, vinyl asbestos, asphalt tile, rubber, and
linoleum. Non-resilient floors such as concrete and terrazzo
should be sealed with a recommended sealer before applying
GX-2002+. Not intented for use on cork, wood or bamboo.

GENESIS GX-2005
™

GENESIS ICE-STRIP
™

100938696 5 gallon bag-in-box

Ice-Strip is a professional strength stripper designed for the
removal of tough-to-strip finishes and sealers. It is a powerful,
fast-acting stripper that even when using cold water, begins
to emulsify most finishes upon contact. This reduces normal
soak times and removes multiple layers of finish with fewer
passes.

Misco Genesis™ GX-2005 is part of the state of the art Floor
Care Program. This product will create the most durable floor
coating and will eliminate the annual cost of stripping and
finishing.

GENESIS GX-1500

GENESIS GX-2004+

™

L000580

UHS Finish

5548041 5 gallon

™

R.T.U. Spray Buf fing Solution

Ultra Durable Finish

076907 4/1 gallon

076909 5 gallon bag-in-box

Bring back that just-finished shine! GX-1500 keeps your
floors looking their best at all times. This spray buff solution
delivers state-of-the-art performance and cost efficiency.

Misco Genesis™ GX-2004+ provides excellent gloss,
outstanding durability and is easy to apply and maintain. This
product provides the highest mileage for your floors, even in
the heaviest traffic.
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